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Abstract
In one of the latest developments in Grid Computing Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) networks have become fashionable for the Grid system architecture.
The current implementations are either Data Grids or CPU sharing Grids.
In this paper we begin to investigate how a P2P network can behave as
CPU sharing Grid. In our model the nodes of the network are very simple
and either require or offer service for the exchange of money. In our
we would like to investigate for instance how the nature of P2P overlay
network affects this Grid economy.

1

Introduction

In recent years the concept of Grid computing has become fairly well established
as a paradigm for distributed computing [1]. One relatively new idea is to
employ peer to peer technologies and economic incentives for service discovery
and scheduling in Grid systems.
In this paper we present a simplified model of Grid peer to peer system
where nodes either sell or buy a single unit of a resource. This is motivated by
the idea that users will buy or barter for access to computing power. We do
not go into the detail whether this is the CPU or disk space or a combination
of both. This is a similar approach taken in [2].
This model was inspired by the work of the Internet Centre on the MaGog
Global Open Grid (GOG) software [3].

2

Related work

The idea to use economic ideas to manage access computer systems is fairly
old and the first reference is usually credited to Sutherland [4]. He describes
an auctioning scheme used to manage access to a PDP-1. Later more involved
approaches were developed for mainframes [5, 6]
However, most approaches taken in the mainframe days can not be applied
to the Grid as any central service will normally not scale and prevent the system
from becoming bigger. There is a one new approach in Computer Science based
on Hayek’s idea of Catallaxy [7, 8].
In earlier a three-tier model of a future Grid market was explored [2, 9]. We
now think that a different approach might be more interesting where ideas from
Peer-to-Peer (p2p) networks are used to provide the Grid services. For a review
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of p2p networks see [10]. A data grid that is openly using p2p technologies
is P-grid [11]. However, it has not progressed to a production application. A
centralized P2P network that uses a central server to locate resources is Tycoon
[12, 13, 14, 15]
In the Physics community relevant related research has for instance been
conducted by Rosvall and Sneppen [16]. They investigate the propagation of
information on networks with agents that have only local knowledge. Amongst
others there is also a recent paper by Goshal and Newman [17] which describes
a method to self-organize a network to reduce search time. Whilst some P2P
networks show signs of a scale-free small world network [18] this is not necessarily
a desirable feature when nodes search for information in the network.
One of the main motivation for this work is the desire to assist to establish
a market economy for Grid Computing similar to that of privatized electricity
markets for instance [19]. In the electricity markets one of the main difficulties
for a regulator is to detect collusion of providers in order to force up prices [20].
With our model it might be possible to determine whether any such behaviour
is actually based on agents decisions or in fact determined by the market rules.
In the latter case the regulator could try to change rules and therefore make
detection of cartels easier.

3

The model

The peer to peer overlay network of our “Grid” is defined by a connected graph.
The nodes of the graph are the computing resources connected to the Grid and
are either
• Buyer. This nodes tries to acquire a resource and bids a maximum price
it is willing to pay.
• Seller. A node that sells exclusive access to its resource for a minimum
price.
Either nodes type is un-satisfied when they are looking for or are offering service.
Otherwise they are in a satisfied state. In the model a buyer node sends messages
to its nearest neighbours informing it that it wants to purchase a resource unit
at a price pb . It also forwards messages from its neighbours until a preset time
to live (TTL) has expired. Seller nodes look at incoming messages and decide
whether their own price ps can satisfy an incoming message. They also forward
messages they can not satisfy to their neighbours. If a match can be made both
nodes go into the satisfied state and the message is not forwarded any further by
the Seller node. Later incoming possible matches are ignored. Satisfied nodes
continue to pass on notes.
In the simulation updates of the nodes happen asynchronously. At each
time step a node is picked randomly and the following actions take place. In
[21] the authors show how parallel updates can induce system behaviour which
is presumably artificial. It is also unrealistic to assume that all nodes have
exactly the time globally.
• For a buyer node, the node checks whether its messages have timed out.
If that is the case the node sends out new messages with a slightly in-
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Figure 1: A partial sketch of a p2p system. Solid nodes are sellers and the
others buyers. Circles indicate nodes looking for matches. Squares are satisfied
nodes. The solid lines are peer relationships, the dashed line is satisfaction
relationship. The solid arrows are first generation messages and the dotted ones
second generations.
creased price. The node also forwards all messages that have arrived from
neighbouring nodes.
• A seller nodes checks all its incoming messages and if a match can be
made it contacts the node the message originated from. If that node is
still in Buyer mode both nodes go into the satisfied state. Otherwise the
Sellers carries on as usual. After this all messages are forwarded to its
neighbours.
• A satisfied node passes all its incoming messages.
• In the dynamic model a satisfied returns to its previous mode. It also
changes the state of it peer node. Buyer nodes lower their price to a
fraction of what they have just paid, p!b = (1−∆p)pb . Seller nodes increase
their price in the same way p!s = (1 + ∆p)ps .
Initially the nodes set into Buyer or Seller mode and the prices are drawn
uniformally from two overlapping intervals.

4

Results and future Work

Initially the implementations of the models have only been run without a state
change of the nodes once they have reached a satisfied state.This showed that
the nodes are able to set prices to ensure that the maximum number of nodes
reaches the satisfied state. Also, it indicated that in such a world with little
dynamics areas of the network can loose out as they fail to find matches before
the TTL times out.
The most extension to our model is the use of different network types to
see how this influences the behaviour of the system. Other options are for
instance to allow the network to rewire itself by introducing new links between
successfully linked peers. To preserve the node degree distribution we would
drop an existing link for both nodes. The choice could be made by measuring
which link has been least useful in achieving the new link. In the real world
the network will also be dynamic with respect to the life of the nodes. New
nodes will appear old ones disappear. Another problem is that nodes will have
a reliability distribution attached to themselves.
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Interesting system are the utilisation of node. We would want to see what
parameters increase or decrease the utilisation of the nodes and the overall
system. Does this depend on the TTL choice, the pricing mechanism or is
it completely independent of both? We will also investigate the number of
transactions and of course the development of the price, locally and systemwide.
In another improvement one would also need to make the system more realistic by requesting by requesting a number of resources and have the seller
be able to deal with more than one request at a time. This also opens up the
interesting question what a realistic distribution of computing power is.
And of course does money matter? How does the system cope when money
is abandoned and requests are simply fulfilled when a request comes in. Does
this matter to the system utilisation?
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